By Jon Teater

Excalibur Matrix 380 Blackout

O

f the many companies now
competing in the crossbow
side of the archery industry, Excalibur Crossbows remains
unique. The company remains committed to designing and manufacturing
recurve crossbows and only recurve
crossbows. The Canadian firm’s goal
has been to produce simple products that perform reliably for years.
Model changes have been relatively
limited. That’s in stark contrast to firms
that march out a steady array of new
products, some with every bell and
whistle you can think of and others
that receive only a slight change before
being branded as “new and improved.”
The products under development
by Excalibur go through rigorous tests.
The owners of the company decide
when they are production ready. Some
companies are pushing products out
the door without much testing, which
is something that Excalibur is completely against.
This year, Excalibur is picking up
the pace with several new models in
the Matrix line. Each model has gone
through testing and the components
are designed with Finite Element
Analysis, a sophisticated software tool
that helps you design out any failures.
The Excalibur engineering staff is completely satisfied with this product and

Excalibur’s marketing team is excited
to be able to show it to retailers at the
winter shows. The Matrix line is broken into three offerings: Matrix 380,
Matrix 355 and Matrix 380 Blackout.
Each Matrix model maintains a similar
look but the performance, feel and
appearance differ slightly. The reference numbers within the Matrix name
represent the speeds these crossbows
are capable of producing. As most will
agree, recurve-style crossbows are typically not known for producing speeds
this high.

Testing Background
The Matrix 380 Blackout went
through a standard and regimented
performance test. The focus of this type
of tests is to determine the performance
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characteristics for a specified product. Additionally, the goal is to provide
those archers that enjoy shooting and/
or hunting with appropriate objective
information, as well as some subjective
commentary, for aiding in the purchase
process. With that said, this evaluation
is by no means conclusive. Each archer
should assess what is important to him
or her and interpret the results within
the context of this article. As always, I
recommend that anyone who is considering a crossbow shoot as many different makes and models as possible
to determine what best suits his or her
individual needs and desires.
Please note: due to the lack of testing methods and procedures available
publicly for crossbows, testing guidelines were developed and published
in 2009. These testing guidelines have
remain unchanged since 2009 and I
continue to use these methods to evaluate crossbows.
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Excalibur hasn’t been one to
emphasize speed. Many people would
say you’d never be able to approach the
400 fps range without the mechanical

advantages offered by a compound power system. But just
hold on a minute! This com0DVV
pany has been able to reach a
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it, for recurve-style crossbows.
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The Matrix is geared up to reach
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the 380 fps mark. That’s a blistering
number. I must say that Excalibur’s
approach to designing a speed crossbow gives the brand appeal to a larger
audience and is something many have
been asking for over the years.
With speed discussions aside for
now, I have to go back in time a little.
Several years ago, at one of the Archery
Trade Shows, I remember talking to
the Excalibur staff about their products. The mindset of Excalibur owners,
Bill and Kathryn Troubridge and of
their staff is to produce no-nonsense
products. The company has developed
crossbow packages that are ready to
go with no component forgotten. They
also provide the user with the ability to easily assemble and maintain
the products. Changing the string on
an Excalibur, for instance, is a simple
process that requires the use of an
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inexpensive stringer. To change the
string on a compound crossbow, you
typically need a specialized bow press.
I think many bowhunters appreciate
understanding how their crossbows
function and how to keep them in top
form.
After testing Excalibur products
for several years and providing feedback, both good and bad, I can say
that this new product tickles me. I was
frankly excited by the Matrix 380 even
before I reviewed any of the test results.
After having the Matrix 380 Blackout
for several days at my testing facility,
I couldn’t stand looking at the box; I
just had to get it out and shoot it. I
tested the field readiness of this product right off the bat and wasn’t disappointed. Compared to earlier models,
the changes fall somewhere between
minor and major but I’d have to label

the results as “superb.”
After assembly, I meticulously
evaluated the components. The new
technology that I had read about in the
marketing material really popped out at
me during my initial review. Of course,
the dark “ninja” or “blackout” finish
plays into the tactical look that most
archers will enjoy. The crossbow feels
extremely light and the overall length
and width are much less than those of
the products of the past. When drawing
the product, you will notice a slightly heavier draw weight but nothing I
struggled with. While shooting, easy
contact is made with the ergonomic
stock, which also includes non-slip
rubber inserts for more control. Other
technologies, such as the Recoil Energy
Dissipation System (REDS), premium
Matrix crossbow string, Guardian Anti
Dry Fire System and Tact-Zone scope,
round out this cutting edge product.
The crossbow dimensions/weights
measured out of the box are shown at
the bottom of the facing page.
Next, the crossbow went through
a thorough inspection. The review
focused on string/cables, eccentrics,
limb and limb pockets, rail, stock, butt
plate, trigger housing, trigger and trigger guard. After a thorough review of
the Matrix 380 Blackout, I noticed only
minor marks on the limbs that were
covered with the carbon finish. Other
than the mentioned blemish, the product was flawless. Overall, I would rate
the product as above average in the
workmanship section.
Afterward, I put the product
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through a 100-150 shot cycling to verify
functionality. Some minor testing was
performed but the focus was to detect
any issues or concerns with the product before starting the actual performance testing. The product had no
issues. I would suggest that the archer
recheck the bolts during the early stages of shooting. Sometimes, things can
loosen because of the vibration that
resonates within the crossbow. Please
note that the string did stretch slightly
during this portion of the test, so be
mindful of the potential string creep.
The crossbow was next evaluated on
the five criteria outlined below:

DETAILED TEST RESULTS
Dynamic Efficiency: The dynamic
efficiency portion of the test utilizes a
Revere Load-Cell controlled by a winch
device; the load-cell connects to the
crossbow with a cocking aid. The crossbow is mounted in a shooting platform
that controls any movement that might
be experienced as Force-Draw curves
are taken. The stored energy obtained
from the Force-Draw curve is used in
conjunction with speed measurements
to calculate dynamic efficiency.
Speed per inch of Power Stroke:
Speed measurements were taken with
three projectiles. A Pact Chronograph
XP and a Competition Electronics ProChrono IR were set in tandem to record
results. The average speed measurement was divided by the power stroke
to determine the speed per inch of
power stroke.
Noise Output: Sound measurements were recorded with three projectiles. The measurements were averaged
and the sound meter was set to take
measurements with the A-weighted filter (which mimics the human ear).
Trigger Force: The Trigger
Force measurements were recorded
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in pounds and averaged. An Imada
Digital Force Gauge was used to determine the peak Trigger Force.
Precision Measurements: These
provide an indication of how close
groups were shot together when shooting by hand from a bench rest or other
supportive device. Extreme spread is
the method used to calculate group
size.

The Initial Review
The Matrix 380 Blackout was
received in an average sized, well
designed
commercial
package.
The product required assembly and
mounting of the scope. All necessary
tools and hardware were provided with
the crossbow. The components that
required assembly mated well together and in no time, I was starting my
first phase of shooting. One item to
mention about these crossbows is that
users must read through the manual
or watch the DVD that comes with the
product. There is a ton of key information in the manual and the DVD that is
essential to the product’s maintenance
and functionality.
An obvious feature of the Matrix
380 is recurve limbs. Because of the
limbs, you have fewer components and
fewer moving parts. This also results in
fewer tuning issues and no timing concerns. Earlier, I mentioned practicality.
The limbs hit that point briefly because
they bolsterd high reliability. But the
lightweight stock and components fed

most obviously into Excalibur’s sensible approach. It’s an easy point to
understand. Most archers want super
lightweight products. A lighter product benefits the archer by reducing
exhaustion when carrying to and from
the field. More specifically, the Matrix
380 Blackout is advertised to weigh a
pound less than the popular Equinox.
This puts this new model at the top of
the food chain and it may be recorded
as one of the lightest crossbows in the
industry.
Several of the key technologies
mentioned earlier really make this
product a game-changer for Excalibur.
Two deserve added emphasis. The
limbs of a previously tested model
reached almost 36 inches tip to tip.
This new model is less than 31 inches. A shorter tip to tip length goes a
long way to improve handling ease for
the archer and reduces some of the
concerns that are had when shooting
in confined spaces such as a ground
blind. In addition, the new ergonomic
stock is approximately 4 inches shorter
than in previous models. Both these
changes create a more balanced feel,
and overall, a better shooting product.

In The Field
I look at the field section of this
report for what separates the men from
the boys. Putting the product through
its paces in a laboratory environment
is sound and respectable. But knowing
that a crossbow can survive some field
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“abuse” can speak volumes. I was able
to bring the product afield while doing
some deer scouting. As most suspect,
this normally turns into a shooting
extravaganza. I have several locations
carved out to test the Matrix 380. With
targets set in various spots and up to 40
yards, I shot the crossbow roughly 75 to
100 times.
When gripping the crossbow, I was
satisfied with my ability to make good
contact and not feel as though it was
uncontrollable shooting off-hand. The
thumb hole stock and rubber ribbed
forearm aided in my precise shooting.
The biggest aspect and one already
mentioned several times in this article,
is the weight. The crossbow weight was
just perfect. I cannot stress how important it is to buy into having the properly

weighted crossbow for your shooting
style. Excalibur has done it right with
this model.
After loading the crossbow and
looking downrange, I focused on the
longer distance targets. A scope can
dramatically improve an archer’s accuracy with a crossbow, particularly on
live game in low-light situations. If you
can’t see it you can’t shoot it. The wonderful part about the Tact-Zone scope
offered with this model is that there
are specific markings that identify distances by number within the reticle.
That makes it highly unlikely that you’ll
mistake the 30 yard aim point for the
40 and ruin your accuracy. Cap the
last facet off with an illumination feature and you have an intense shooting
machine on your hands.

The final feature that topped off my
field experience was the Guardian Anti
Dry Fire System. I can vividly remember writing one of my past articles
discussing the important of this component, knowing full well that ,each
archer can make mistakes from time
to time. The anti dry fire component,
housed in the scope mount, is able to
catch the string preventing the crossbow from firing when an arrow is not
in place. Fortunately for my field test, I
didn’t have to worry about its functionality but it really made me concentrate
on utilizing the safety features while
shooting. One other note; there is a
built in release mechanism that allows
the archer to disengage the anti dry fire
system by pushing a lever in case the
archer wants to de-cock the crossbow
at the end of a hunting day.

Hot Features
The Matrix 380 Blackout has a few
more features that you shouldn’t overlook. The finish, including the carbon
fiber pattern, creates eye appeal that
will attract attention in the store and
make shoppers want to handle these
crossbows. The limbs are well supported in the prod through a QuadLoc riser design. The “capture” system
more effectively controls/contains the
limbs on four sides, resulting in better
consistency and accuracy.
A few other items were noted as
exceptional. Components such as dual
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string
suppressors,
known as REDS for the
Matrix, help reduce
vibration and resulting

noise. Anything that

works to reduce either

one of these elements

goes a long way with

me. The super-premi
um Matrix crossbow

string didn’t stretch

nearly as much as I

thought it would. The

Exalibur products of
the past definitely had $YHU DJH
string stretch, which 7U LJJHU 
can be time consuming 3XOO OEV
to the archer as removing and twisting up the string may be
necessary .
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The Off-Shoot
With most products, I can find
things I did not feel worked well or
could be improved upon. With this
product, you have to understand that
you are dealing with a recurve crossbow and not a compound crossbow.
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So I will not talk about the physical
differences related to the Matrix line
as compared to the other styles. There
are performance differences because
of styles. A recurve limb will normally move more during the propulsion
phase of the shooting sequence. Any
additional movement can and does
manifest itself into sound and vibration. The performance results revealed
my last statement to be true and compared to other products I have tested
over the years, this product is louder.
Other than the mentioned noise and
vibration, I really can’t see much the
company can change. However, I’d be
mindful of the price, as it could take
this Excalibur out of the running for
some consumers.

Overview
Excalibur has done some major
revamping of this product as compared to the past offerings. The shorter
stock, limbs, the REDS, anti dry fire
system, reduction in weight, improved
scope and speed output put the Matrix
line right up there against the flagship crossbows from other top brands.
The Matrix 380 Blackout has the right
amount of features that are designed
simply and effectively for a very enjoyable shooting experience. The most







important element is the reliability that
Excalibur strives for: I had zero issues
with this product throughout the test.
When selling this product, start
with the product weight and then cover
other improvements and hot features.
Then let the user shoot it versus the
competitors or older Excalibur offerings. An easy sale will hopefully ensue.
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